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Help the child learn these new words before reading this book.

New Words

bed red Ben hen
leg Peg pen ten
let net vet sets
yes at fix sobs
yip
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Ten hens are in a pen.
A red hen is Peg’s pet.



Ben’s pup yips at the hens.
Yip. Yip. Yip. The hens run.



Peg’s hen runs.
Peg’s hen runs in a net.



The red hen has a bad leg.
Peg is sad. Peg sobs.



Ben is sad. 
Get the hen to the vet. 
Let the vet fix the leg.



Yes, the vet can fix the leg.
Ben and Peg run to the vet.



The vet sets the hen on a bed.
The vet can fix the hen.



Ben is glad. Peg is glad.
Yes, and the hen is glad.



Ask these questions after reading the book.

• How many hens were in the pen?

• Did all the hens look the same?

• What happened to Peg’s pet hen?

• How does Peg feel when her hen gets hurt? 

How do you know this?
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